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Our paper presents a new finite crisscross method for oriented matroids. Starting 
from a neither primal nor dual feasible tableau, we reach primal and dual optimal 
oriented circuits in a finite number of steps if they exist. If there is no optimal 
tableau then we show that there is no primal feasible circuit or there is no dual 
feasible cocircuit. So we give a new constructive proof for the general duality 
theorem (Bland J. Combin. 7Ieor.v Ser. B 23 (1977). 33-57: Folkman and Lawrence 
J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 25 (1978). 199-236). Our pivot rule is a generalization of 
the “anticycling rule” suggested in Bland (op tit; Math. Oper. Res. 2 (1977), 
103-107). Finite pivoting rules are given by Edmonds, Fukuda and Todd 
(Ph.D. dissertation, Univ. of Waterloo, 1982), SIAM Algebraic Discrete Math. 5, 
No. 4 (1984) 467485). A general relaxed recursive algorithm was discovered 
independently by Jensen (Ph.D. thesis, School of OR and IE, Cornell, 1985) which 
is principally crisscross type. Jensen’s is very general and flexible: in fact it can 
be considered as a family of algorithms. Among the conceivable algorithms in his 
general family our independently constructed crisscross method is characterized 
by its extreme simplicity. % 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~DuCTI~I~ 
Zionts [ 151 in 1969 presented his crisscross method for linear programs. 
Until now, it is an open question whether Zionts’ crisscross method is finite 
or not, even in the case of linear programming. In the theory of linear 
programming another interesting idea was the finite pivoting rule of Bland 
[3], by which cycling can be avoided in the case of degeneracy. The 
investigation and the educational usage of these two results and the use of 
tableaus in presenting feasibility and duality theorems by Balinski and 
Tucker [ 11, resulted in the finite crisscross method in the end of 1983. This 
crisscross method is presented in Terlaky [lo]. 
The first step was made by Rockafellar [S] towards the combinatorial 
abstraction of linear programming. Using Rockafellar’s results, Bland [2], 
Bland and Las Vergnas [4], and Folkman and Lawrence [S] established 
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the theory of oriented matroids. It was shown by Bland [2], that a dual 
pair of linear programs gives a dual pair of oriented matroids. Bland [2] 
and Folkman and Lawrence [S] proved the general duality theorem 
(Theorem 3.5 in [a]). Here we give a new constructive proof for this 
theorem by a simple, finite pivoting rule. 
Since only the sign properties (0, +, - structure) of the basic tableau 
are used by the finite crisscross method even in the case of linear program- 
ming, it was a natural step to investigate how we can generalize the 
crisscross method for oriented matroids. We could perform this 
generalization by using the tableau construction and the equivalent 
axiomatization of oriented matroids published by Bland and Las Vergnas 
c2, 41. 
Our crisscross method produces a simple constructive proof for the 
general duality theorem Bland [2] and Folkman and Lawrence [S]. Dif- 
ferent finite pivoting rules were given by Edmonds, Fukuda [6], and Todd 
[12]. A general relaxed recursive algorithm was discovered independently 
by Jensen [6] in his thesis, which is principally crisscross type. Jensen’s 
algorithm is very general and flexible; in fact it can be considered as a 
family of algorithms. Among the conceivable algorithms in his general 
family our independently constructed crisscross method is characterized by 
its extreme simplicity. An anonymous referee kindly called my attention to 
the independent work of Wang [17] who recently constructed a “finite 
conformal-elimination-free algorithm,” based on ideas analogous to ours. 
In this paper we use the equivalent axiomatizations of oriented matroids 
presented by Bland and Las Vergnas [4] and we use their notations. We 
will use the basic tableau construction of Bland [Z] (which is nearly the 
same as in linear programming) and the properties of these tableaus. 
For completeness we recall the definition of oriented matroids and the 
tableau construction. 
Let E = {e, ,..., e,, } be a finite set. A pair X= (X’, XP ) is called a signed 
set if X+, X- c E and X+ n XP = @. We use the following notations: 
x=x+ux-, -X=((-X)+,(-X)-)=(X-,X+). 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let l3 and 6* be collections of signed sets of E. The 
pairs M = (E, 8) and M* = (E, 8*) are called dual pairs of oriented matroids 
if the following four conditions are satisfied. 
(a) 8 and 0* are the circuits and cocircuits of a dual pair of matroids 
M = (E, O), M = (E, O*). 
(b) XE~* --XE& YES*= -YES*. 
(c) x,,X1ee and X,=X,*X,= +X,; Y,, Y,E~* and Y1=YZ= 
Y,= +r,. 
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(d) If XE~, YES* and XnY#@ then (X’nY+)u 
(X-n Y-)#@ and (X-n Y+)u(Y-nTf+)#@. 
Assumption (d) is called the orthogonality condition. 
Let B= {bl,..., b, > be a base of the oriented matroid M= (E, 6). A 
tableau T(B) is a matrix which contains the signed incidence vectors of the 
oriented cocircuits associated to the basic elements b,, i= l,..., m. In order 
to ease the description, the row of T(B) associated with the oriented cocir- 
cuit Yb, is called the b,th row of T(B) (not the ith row as it is usual in 
natural ordering). So the entry tV of T(B) is the sign of e, in Yi, where 
y, E { Yb, >.-a> Yb, 1. The detailed construction and the properties of the 
tableau T(B) can be found in Bland [2]. 
The operation of replacing T(B) by T(B) so that B= (Bu {e/;})\{e,} 
(e, E B, @k 6 B, tjk # 0) iS called a pivot on position (j, k). (It is well known 
that B is a base again in this case.) 
2. THE FINITE CRISSCROSS METHOD AND THE 
PROOF OF THE DUALITY THEOREM 
Let M= (E, 0), M* = (E, Q*) be dual pairs of oriented matroids, where 
E= {e ,,..., e, ). 
DEFINITION 2.1. The oriented circuit XE /3 is called primal feasible if 
e,EX+,X-c{e,). 
DEFINITION 2.2. The oriented cocircuit YE Q* is called dual feasible if 
e2E Y+, Y- c {e, }. 
Remark. The previously defined sets are called extremal or basic 
feasible. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The signed sets X and Y are called complementary sets 
ifXnYc(e,,e,). 
DEFINITION 2.4. An XE 8 primal feasible oriented circuit is called 
primal optimal if there is a YE P dual feasible oriented cocircuit such that 
X and Y are complementary sets. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A YE 0* dual feasible oriented cocircuit is called dual 
optimal if there is an XE 8 primal feasible oriented circuit such that X and 
Y are complementary sets. 
The problem we investigate in this section is the following. 
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PROBLEM I. Find a primal optimal oriented circuit XE 0 and a dual 
optimal oriented cocircuit YEB* or show that there is no optimal oriented 
circuit or cocircuit. 
We assume in our further considerations that e, $B and e2 E B. The 
pivoting rule will preserve this property. The e, column of T(B) 
corresponds to an oriented circuit X, and the e2 row of T(B) corresponds 
to an oriented cocircuit Y, in each tableau T(B). 
Keeping the linear programming terminoiogy we will refer to the e, row 
of T(B) as the objective function YOW and we will refer to the e, column as 
the solution column. 
We say that a tableau T(B) is optimal if ( -X,) and Y, are primal and 
dual feasible, respectively, since in this case (-X,) and Y, are complemen- 
tary sets; that is, they are optimal. 
If {e, } E 8 then there is no tableau since in this case there is no such 
BE~I that e2E B. So we assume that (e2 ‘, $8. The details of this case can 
be found in Bland [2]. The further proofs and the crisscross method are 
new. 
The following two lemmas show how we can see from a tableau that 
there is no primal or dual feasible circuit. 
LEMMA 2.6. If for an ek $ B, k # 1, t,, = -1, and t, E ( - 1, 01, ei E B, 
then there is no dual feasible oriented cocircuit YE 8”. 
Proof. Let us suppose to the contrary that there is a dual feasible orien- 
ted cocircuit YE 6*, that is, Y= (Y+, Y- ), e, E Y+, Y- c (ei }. Consider 
the oriented circuit X, which is associated to the ek column of T(B). 
So e,EXknlY#@, and (e,)c(X:nYp)u(X;nYY+)#@ but 
(X,‘nY+)u(X,-nY-)=@sinceX,+=@,e,+!X;,andY-c{e,).This 
is a contradiction; our proof is complete. 
LEMMA 2.7. Iff or an e,EB, kf2, t,,= +l, and tkiE (0, +I], ei$B, 
then there is no primal feasible oriented circuit XE 6. 
Proof: This lemma is the dual of Lemma 2.6. 
These two lemmas are the same as Lemma 3.4.4 in Bland [2]. We have 
proved them again in order to preserve the unity of our paper. 
If a base B and the tableau T(B) are given, the pivoting rule which 
defines the crisscross method is the following. 
PIVOTING RULE I. (a) If tyE (0, + l}, e,$ B,j# 1, and ti, E { -I,O} 
ei E B i # 2 then the oriented circuit (-X,) is primal feasible and the orien- 
ted cocircuit Yz is dual feasible, that is, T(B) is an optimal tableau. The 
algorithm is completed; Problem I is solved. 
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(b) If the case (a) does, not hold, then denote 
k=min(i: tzl= -1 or Ii, = +1, i>2] 
(c) (i) If t,,= -1 and tike { - 1, 0}, ei~ B, then by Lemma 2.6 
there is no dual feasible oriented cocircuit YE 19*. The 
algorithm is completed; Problem I is solved. 
(ii) Primal transformation. If t,, = - 1 and t, = + 1 for an ei E B 
then ek enters the base. Denote Y = min{ i: t, = +l, i > 2). 
The element e, leaves the base. Make a pivot operation on 
the position (Y, k). B= (Bu {ek})\{e,}. 
(d) (i) If t,, = +l and tkic (0, + 1 }, ei$ B, then by Lemma 2.7 
there is no primal feasible oriented circuit XE 8. The 
algorithm is completed; Problem I is solved. 
(ii) Dual transformation. If t,, = +l and t,; = -1 for an ej$ B 
then e, leaves the base. Denote s = minji: tki = -1, i > 2). 
The element e, enters the base. Make a pivot operation on 
the position (k, s). B= (Bu {e,})\{e,}. 
We continue our procedure with the new base i% Since the pivot element 
is not zero, so B is also a base. 
Our procedure stops at one of the cases (a), (c)(i), or (d)(i). In case (a) 
we have an optimal tableau, at the cases (c)(i) or (d)(i) there is no dual or 
primal feasible circuit. To solve Problem I, one has to prove only that the 
crisscross method defined by Pivoting Rule I cannot produce a cycle of 
pivots, that is, a BE 8 base may occur at most once, if we use Pivoting 
Rule I. 
THEOREM 2.8. The crisscross method cannot produce any cycle; that is, 
our procedure stops after a finite number of steps. 
ProoJ: Let us suppose to the contrary that cycling occurs through the 
procedure; that is, starting from a base B we get again the base B. Let 
EC = (ei: ei leaves the base through the cycle}. We note that e, $ EC implies 
that e, was a basic or a nonbasic element through the entire cycle. Denote 
q=max{i:e,EEC}. 
Let us consider those two situations when eq enters and ey leaves the 
base. Let B’ and B” be the two bases respectively, and distingwish by ’ and 
” the components of the tableaus T(B’) and T(B”). Let e, be the element 
leaving the base when ey enters and let e, be the element entering the base 
when ey leaves the base. It is obvious that q > 2, r, s < q, and e,, e, E EC. 
One has to consider the following four cases: 
(a) ey enters and leaves the base at primal transformations. 
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(p) e, enters the base at a primal transformation and leaves the base 
at a dual transformation. 
(y) ey enters the base at a dual transformation and leaves the base at 
a primal transformation. 
(6) ey enters and leaves the base at dual transformations. 
Let us examine these four cases. We shall see that all the four cases lead 
to a contradiction; that is, cycling cannot occur. 
(a) The element ey enters and e, leaves the base at primal transfor- 
mation with base B’. The element e, enters and ey leaves the base at primal 
transformation with base B”. By Pivoting Rule I, Yz E 19* and Xi E Q have 
the following properties: 
(1’) eye Yip (1”) e,EXz+ 
(2’) e26 Yi+ (2”) e2KY:lp 
(3’) Yip n EC = (e, } (3”) X:’ n EC= {e,} 
(4’) Y;c(E-B’)u (e,} (4”) X:‘cB”u {es> 
Properties (l’), (1”) imply that eqE Xi’ n Y; # @. Using (4’), (4”) we 
haveX:‘nY;c[B”u{e,}]n[(E-B’)u {e,>]cE’u{e,},andso (3’), 
(3”) implies that (Xi’ n Y;+), ((X:- n Y;-)c {e,, e,}. Using properties 
(l’), (l”), (2’) (2”) we have that X:’ n Y$+ =Xf- n Y;- = 0, which 
contradicts the orthogonality of X:i and Y;; so this case is impossible. 
(b) The element ey enters and e, leaves the base at primal transfor- 
mation with base B’. The element e, enters and ey leaves the base at dual 
transformation with base B”. Let us consider the circuits A’;, X;l and the 
cocircuits Y;, Y;. 
Bland and Las Vergnas in [4, Theorem 2.21 have proved that the 
orthogonality condition is equivalent to the following assumption: 
For all XlrX,~Q, e’E(X:nX,)u(X,nX,t), and e”E(X:-XF)u 
(Xc - Xc ), there exists X, E 0 such that X,+ c (X: u X+ ) - {e’}, XT c 
(X; uX;)- (e’}, and e”EX3. 
If we use this condition with X, =X;, X, = -X’,, e’= e,, e” = ey, then 






Using again the above presented condition with (- Yi), Yi, e’ = e2, 
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e” = e4, then we have a cocircuit YE 8*, which by Pivoting Rule I has the 
following properties: 
(1”) e,$Y 
(2”) e,e Y+ 
(3”) Y+ c {e,} u [(E-B’)-EC] u (E-B”) 
(4”) Y-c[(E-B’)-{e,}]u[(E-B”)-EC] 
The properties (2’), (2”) imply that e,EX n Y # Da, but the properties 
(2’), (3’), (2”), (4”) imply that X+ n Y- c {{e,} u B’u (B”-EC)} n 
([(E-B’)-{e,}]u[(E-B”)-E”]l=@,, and the properties (2’), (4’), 
(2”), (3”) imply that X-n Y+c {(B”- (e,}) u (B/-E’)} n {(e,} u 
[(E-B’)-E”]u(E-B”))=@. Th’ is contradicts the orthogonality of X 
and Y, so this case is also impossible. 
(y) The element eq enters and e, leaves the base at dual transformation 
with base B’. The element e, enters and eq leaves the base at primal trans- 
formation with base B”. By Pivoting Rule I, Y:E~* and X:E~ have the 
following properties: 
(1’) e, E Y:+ (1”) e,EX,y- 
(2’) e,E Y:- (2”) eqEXl+ 
(3’) Yi- nE”= {e,} (3”) Jr;+ nE’= {e,) 
(4’) Y:c(E-B’)u {e,} (4”) Xi c B”u {e,}. 
The properties (2’), (2”) imply that eq E X: n Y: # @. IJsing (4’) (4”) 
and the definition of EC we have X,: n Y:c [B” u {e,}] n 
[(E-B’)u {el.}]cEc. So (3’), (3”) imply that Y:+nX:‘+ c {e,} and 
Yip nxf- c {e,), and using the properties (2’), (2”) we have 
Y:+ nX:+ = 0 and Yi- n X:l- = @, which contradicts the orthogonality 
of r. and XT. This case is also impossible. 
(6) The element eq enters and e, leaves the base at dual transformation 
with base B’. The element e, enters and eq leaves the base at dual transfor- 
mation with base B”. By Pivoting Rule I, Y;E 8* and X;, E 6 have the 
following properties: 
(1’) eye Yi.- (1”) e,eX;+ 
(2’) e, E Y;’ (2”) e, EX;- 
(3’) Y:- n EC= (e,} (3”) .I’;’ n E” = (e,} 
(4’) Y:c(E-B’)u (e,} (4”) X; c B” u {el }. 
The properties (l’), (1”) imply that eqE XF n Y: # @. IJsing (4’), (4”) 
and the definition of EC we have X~nY:c[.B”u (e,}] n 
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[(E-B’)u {e,)] cE”u {e,}. So (3’) (3”) imply that Y:’ nil’;’ c 
{e,, eq } and Y:- n X; ~ c {el, eq } and using the properties (l’), (l”), (2’), 
(2”) we have that Y:’ n A’;,+ = @ and Yip n X; - = a. This contradicts 
the orthogonality of X; and Y:; that is, this case is also impossible. 
Since all four cases led to a contradiction, we have proved that cycling 
cannot occur; our procedure is finite. The proof is complete. 
Remark. Using duality properties of oriented matroids we could have 
left case (6), since it is the dual of case (N). Unfortunately we can not leave 
case (y), since cases (8) and (y) are self duals; so we have to consider at 
least three cases to prove our theorem. 
So we have a new algorithmic proof for the general duality theorem of 
Bland [a], Folkman and Lawrence [4]. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let M = (E, 0) and M* = (E, O*) be dual pairs of oriented 
matraids. Exactly one of the following alternatives (a) and (b) holds. 
(a) ThereisanXfOsuchthate,$X,e,EX+,andX-=@orthereis 
a YE@* such that e,E Y+, e,$Y, and Y-=@; or 
(b) There is an XEO, YE@* such that e,EX+, X- c {e,}, 
e,E y+, Y- c {el > and XnYcje,,e,$. 
ProoJ The orthogonality of oriented circuits and cocircuits imply that 
both of (a) and (b) cannot hold simultaneously. 
If {e2 } E 0, then alternative (a) holds, and alternative (b) fails obviously. 
If (e 2 > $8 then the three outcomes of the crisscross method give the 
proof of this theorem, since Theorem 2.8 proves the finiteness of the 
crisscross method. The proof is complete. 
3. REMARKS ON THE METHOD 
We can solve the feasibility problem by the finite crisscross method too. 
The feasibility problem is the following. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The oriented circuit is called feasible, if e, E A’+, 
x-- = a. 
The problem is to find a feasible oriented circuit if one exists, or show 
that there is no feasible oriented circuit in M. 
If the objective function element (ez) is an oriented cocircuit then we 
have the “one-sided” version of the crisscross method. In this special case 
our method is the same as Bland’s [2] least subscript rule, since tzi= 0, 
i= 3,..., n, for all tableau. In this case every pivot is degenerate, so Bland’s 
method is finite. 
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So this special algorithm and the algorithmic proof of the Farkas lemma 
and Minty’s painting lemma (Bland [2, Lemma 3.11) are immediate con- 
sequences of the crisscross method. 
The linear programming version of this method is presented in Terlaky 
[lo]. Recently Roos [9] proved that this method is exponential even in 
the case of linear programming. 
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